Through-the-wall radar (TWR) images of stationary target behind a wall are subject to strong stationary and non-stationary clutter which obscures the target position and size in the image. Stationary clutters are present due to strong reflection from the wall and non-stationary clutter occurs due to multipath, noise, etc. A lot of work has been reported for mitigating stationary clutter successfully for various real scenarios. However, for mitigating nonstationary clutter various authors have reported their work in this field but any concrete result has not been reported so far. Hence, there is a need for an optimal methodology to mitigate non-stationary clutter in TWR images for achieving a high-quality image representing the target position, shape and its size. Till now it is difficult to achieve shape detection of the target from the TWR system. Therefore, in this paper, a novel optimal thresholding technique is proposed to mitigating non-stationary clutter for further enhancement on shape detection of a target using curve fitting and genetic algorithm. The proposed methodology gives a satisfactory result and can prove to be a powerful technique for minimising clutter.
INTRODUCTION
Through the wall radar (TWR) is emerging technology which enables us to image targets behind a wall. The challenge which exits is to detect the target from images generated by TWR imaging systems. The TWR images of stationary target behind a wall are subject to stationary and non-stationary clutter which obscures the target image. Thus there is a need a methodology to enhance the detection of the target while mitigating the clutter. The common aim of the detection method is to indicate the presence or absence of targets in the TWR image. The first approach in the detection of a target is to mitigate stationary clutter from strong wall reflection. So far, various researchers have proposed a methodology for mitigating clutter due to the wall. The foremost approach can be based on background subtraction. This approach relies on prior knowledge of the background scene. It gives good results but is not feasible in the real scenario because prior knowledge of the background scene cannot be obtained in a real scenario. As a result, in order to address this problem from high wall reflection, some other approaches have been proposed such as statistical methods 1, 3, 4 , spatial filtering 2 , etc. These approaches don't rely on prior knowledge of the background scene.
After mitigating the stationary clutter in TWR image, thresholding is applied to the image to separate target pixels from non-stationary clutter, and thereby further enhance the image quality for the enhancement of target detection. Various researchers have reported about choosing an optimum threshold for mitigating non-stationary clutter. Debes 5, 6 , et al. have used statistical detectors based on likelihood ratio tests for detection of stationary targets in TWR images. In this test, a Neyman-Pearson criterion was formulated for choosing a threshold for separating targets pixels in TWR images while controlling false alarm rate. But this test has been requiring a priory probability density functions (pdfs) for the TWR images. Since information about pdf cannot be obtained a priory, therefore Debes 5, 6 , et al. have proposed a methodology which adapts the statistics parameters corresponds to the TWR image statistics for implementation of Neyman-Pearson test. Further, morphological filtering was used to optimise the estimates test parameters 7 . These approaches provide quality images, but they assume a priory probability density functions (pdfs) of targets and clutters in radar images. These assumed pdfs may differ for the various scenarios. Therefore in most cases appropriate pdfs and FAR needs to define a priory every time for both targets and clutter in TWR image, which presents a shortcoming of using likelihood ratio tests detection of the target. To overcome this limitation, there exist some automatic threshold selection techniques. Such techniques use a discriminant criterion by maximising the separability of the resultant classes to select an optimal threshold. However, in most real scenario histograms of TWR image does not exhibit a traceable valley. Therefore it becomes difficult to obtain a concrete result. In lieu of these approaches, an optimal algorithm/methodology has been proposed for enhancement of detection of a target using curve fitting and genetic algorithm. In the proposed methodology, the fitness function will generate the optimised threshold value based on image statistics of TWR image of the target while controlling accuracy and false alarm in a user-defined constraint. The advantage with the proposed method is that it won't require the assumption of pdf and histogram in each scenario for choosing the optimum threshold.
In order to carry out detection task, an experiment has been carried out to collect C-scan data of different materials of different shape and size. The data were collected by TWR imaging system at a frequency range of 3.5 gHz-5.5 gHz.
MEASURMENT SET-UP FOR THROUGH-THE-WALL IMAGING SYSTEM
An SFCW radar has been assembled using Anritsu VNA (MS2037C) and horn antenna working in the frequency range of 3.5-5.5 gHz for the generation of Through-the-wall radar images. In continuous wave radar, cross-range resolution is dependent on the frequency of the signal that requires operation at higher frequencies. On the other hand attenuation of the signal due to the wall also increases at a higher frequency. Thus, there exist a trade-off between resolution and penetration. In the previous article, attenuation due to brick wall is reported as 5 dB/cm at 5 gHz and for concrete wall as 10 dB/cm at 3 gHz 8 . From the above observations, it is inferred that the selection of frequency range up to approximately 5 gHz can be done as attenuation is within acceptable limit 8 . So, we have selected frequency range of 3.95-5.95 gHz for imaging. Table 1 shows the typical value of designed SFCW radar parameters for imaging. The antenna is placed on a 2D field scanner which enables the antenna to move in the horizontal direction and vertical direction. The radar is kept at 220 cm from the wall. The target is placed at 122 cm on the other side of the wall. The target is placed on a wooden stand covered by absorbing sheet to minimise any reflection from the stand. Four different triangular, square, circular and rectangular shapes and sizes of wooden and metallic targets are considered. The detail list of the target used for the purpose of target recognition is given in Table 7 . In order to capture entire information of the scene behind walls, S-parameter S11 was collected at 21 horizontal and 21 vertical scan points to completely cover the target. The inter-element spacing between each scan point is 5 cm. 
SIGNAL PROCESSING FOR SHAPE AND SIZE DETECTION OF TARGET
Flowchart of different steps applied is shown in Fig. 1 . For forming the TWR image of the scene, it is important to know the characteristics of the wall such as dielectric constant, as this may affect the quality of the image. In the present article, the dielectric value of wall for each frequency in the experimental band of 3.95 -5.95 gHz has been estimated in a similar manner as proposed by Muqaibal 9 , et al. The averaged value of estimated dielectric in an experimental band of 3.95 -5.95 gHz can be considered as the dielectric value of wall as suggested by gaikwad 10 , et al. Thus, the dielectric value of the wall was found to be 6.4.
The received signal contains reflected signals from the target as wells undesired signals. These undesired signals are present due to reflection from antenna mismatch, and background noise. To remove these undesired signals, average subtraction method is applied as proposed by Verma 1 , et al. For this purpose, the mean vector of each B-scan is calculated and further subtracted from its each individual A-scan. After performing the mean subtraction operation on C-scan data, it has been further processed for the formation of through the wall images using delay and sum beam forming as proposed by Ahmad 11 , et al. The raw 2-D TWR image (cross range vs height) of the metallic square (Target id-T1), metallic square (Target id-T2), wooden square (Target id-T3), and wooden rectangle (Target id-T4), target at 0-degree rotation with its actual target shape is as shown in Table 2 .
The raw 2D C-scan image may contain unwanted pixels, other than desired target pixels, due to background noise.
Therefore, for enhancement of target pixels various image enhancement methods 12 such as spatial maximum filtering, mean filtering, wiener filtering and adaptive median filtering are considered for investigation. Peak to Signal Noise Ratio (PSNR) is calculated to compare their performance of filtering operation. PSNR is calculated from 2D C-scan image and filtered image according to Eqns. (1)-(2).
As shown in Table 3 , the PSNR value of the adaptive median filter is higher compare to spatial filtering techniques. This shows that the adaptive median filter gives good results in comparison with other filtering operations. The adaptive median filtered image of considered targets is as shown in Figs. 2(a)-2(d). These pre-processed images are further used for detection. 
Formulation of Statistics based Optimal Thresholding Technique and Implementation
For the considered TWR image of the target, it is observed that reflection from different shape and sizes of wooden and metallic targets have different levels of intensity. For detecting these targets, a proper threshold has to be chosen carefully. Therefore, statistics based thresholding technique has been applied to detect the shape and size of targets. The mean and standard deviation of the image has been calculated and apply the threshold according to given Eqn. (3) Th mean n *standard deviation = + (3) Here n is called a scaling parameter. The image Target ID: T1  Target ID: T1   Target ID: T2  Target ID: T2   Target ID: T3  Target ID:T3   Target ID:T4  Target ID:T4   Table 2 .
Raw 2D C-Scan TWR Image obtained using delay and sum beamforming method on imaging plane along X and Y axis with its actual shape of target id (a) T1 (b) T2 (c) T3(d) T4
statistics may differ for two 2D C-scan TWR images of a similar scenario therefore, an parameter 'n' is included to make equation adaptive in nature (e.g., μA±p * σD) for thresholding.
The statistics based thresholding technique should give such a threshold which would minimise the false detection of pixels for obtaining the accurate size. Therefore optimum of the value of 'n' should be selected based on some parametric analysis so that the desired goal can be achieved. For this purpose, true positive (TP) and false positive (FP) values are computed from 2D C-scan image of target using Eqns. (4)- (5) . 
The true positive value gives the accuracy of target pixels detected and false-positive value gives the false detected pixels. For the purpose of formulating a threshold criterion, four randomly selected different targets Id is considered. The total number of pixels of each targets has been calculated using a priory information about target size, cross-range resolution and step size of antenna movement. The sizes of target T1 and T3 are nearly equal to (30 × 30) cm which covers approximate (12×12 = 144) pixels, the size of target T2 is nearly equal to (35×35) cm which covers approximate (14×14) pixels and the size of T4 is nearly equal to (50×30) cm which covers approximate (20×12) pixels, respectively. The boundary of targets region has been defined using ground truth information about the location of the target and its size. The pixels detected inside the defined boundary of the target region are considered as true detected pixels. If the pixels are detected outside the defined boundary of the target region, then it denotes false detected pixels. The pixels not detected under the defined boundary of target region denote missed pixels point.
The TP and FP value for Target ID T1, T2, T3 and T4 are calculated for values of n in range of 0 to 5. The plot of TP and FP value of Target ID T1, T2, T3 and T4 for different value of n is shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). It is observed that TP and FP value decreases with increasing the value of 'n'. For a certain value of n, TP remains near the desired true positive value (i.e., 1). On the other side, the FP value also decreases as the value of n increases. Thus these two parameters show a relation with scaling parameter n. For formulating an empirical relation of TP and FP with scaling parameter n a curve-fitting approach is used. After analysing several relations, the following empirical relations are chosen whose coefficient of determination (R2) values found to be greater than 0.9 for both the relations. 
where m and s are mean and standard deviation. The constants a1, b1, c1, a2, b2 and c2 in Eqns. (6)- (7) have been replaced from their average values as shown in Table 3 . From Eqns. (6)- (7) , it can be observed that if TP is maximised, FP will also be maximised and vice versa. Such type of problem can be addressed using a multi-objective optimisation problem. Here, we have considered a genetic algorithm (gA) based multiobjective optimisation problem to find the optimum value of n in the range between 0 and 5. gA is an optimisation technique that is globally used for large-scale optimisation problems. We preferred to use gA due to its interesting property such as efficiency, simple programmability and robustness. For this purpose, function Y(n) is divided into two functions, i.e., Y1(n) and Y2(n). Y1 represents the true positive function and Y2 represents a false positive function. Thus Y1(n) and Y2(n) can be defined as Minimising Y (n) = [Y1(n), Y2(n)]; 0 < n < 5 Such that Y1(n) = −TP(n) and Y2(n) = FP(n)
Our purpose is to maximise TP(n) and minimise FP(n) and thereby find the optimum value of n. Thus the goal is to be set in such a manner thatFP should be lesser than 5 per cent and TP should be greater than the lower boundary 90 per cent. The goal vector is defined as Goal = [−0.9 0.05] for fitness function Y(n) = [Y1(n),
Y2(n)];
This gives the critical value of n at which TP >0.9 and FP < 0.05. Thus by using the critical value of n in Eqn. (3), optimal threshold value has been obtained.
RESULTS
The developed algorithm is tested with various targets. The following steps are performed for detecting the target using developed algorithm.
Step 1: Mean and Standard deviation is calculated from the test image.
Step 2: The optimisation goal for gA has been set as per user requirement of TP and FP. Here, we have considered FP <= 5% and TP >=90%.
Step 3: The optimum value of n is computed with the help of gA optimisation, using the equation 6 and 7 within the constraint: 0 < n < 5.
Step 4: using the optimum value of n in Eqn (3), optimal threshold value is obtained.
The test results of developed algorithm of various targets are as shown in Table 4 . The results show that proposed methodology successfully detect targets (target ID: T1, T2, T3, T4) pixels with more than 90% accuracy and also achieved nearly less than 5% of false alarm which was our desired aim of proposed target detection algorithm. Furthermore, the performance of the proposed algorithm for target detection on the basis of true positive (TP) and false positive (FP) value is compared with existing thresholding methods such as maximum entropy-based thresholding method, and Otsu's thresholding method. Table 5 shows the TP and FP values using all four thresholding techniques for target Id T1, T2, T3, and T4. Otsu's method is a well-known global thresholding technique. This method gives a low false positive value for both metallic (Target id T3 and T4) and wooden target (Target id T1 and T2) but provides missed out pixel points for the wooden target (low dielectric targets). Maximum entropybased thresholding method also gives a low false positive value for metallic targets but it gives missed pixels for the wooden target. Mean based iterative thresholding method provides true target detection for both metallic and wooden targets but it also provides a high false alarm. Proposed thresholding method provides true target detection and low false alarm for each class. It is observed that pre-existing thresholding methods give either false pixels or missed pixel. This occurs due to the wide variation in intensity among target. But proposed statisticsbased thresholding method gives good results in comparison with other thresholding methods.
Validation
The proposed algorithm has been designed to give a threshold value such that FP should be lesser than 5 per cent and TP should be greater than the lower boundary 90 per cent. For validation of developed algorithm, the proposed algorithm is tested with different TWR images of targets which were earlier not used algorithm development and value of true pixel and false pixel is computed. Figs. 4(c) , 4(d), 4(i), and 4(j) show the statistics based threshold image of target Id T11, T12, T13 and T14 which are independent data sets and never used earlier for developing the algorithm. Table 6 shows the TP and FP value using the proposed adaptive statistical algorithm for the targets: T11, T12, T13 and T14.The value of the true pixel and the false pixel of test targets is as shown in Table 6 . The results show that proposed algorithm detects target pixels with more than 90 per cent accuracy, which was our desired aim of the proposed target detection methodology and also achieved nearly less than 5 per cent of false alarm. The no. of pixels detected in the target region for targets T11, T12, T13 and T14 are 245, 333, 321, and 306 respectively. This detection can provide vital information about the size of the target. Figs. 4(e) , 4(f), 4(k), & 4(l) show the detected shape of target T11, T12, T13 and T14 using Sobel edge detector. Thus it can be observed that the performance of the developed image statistics based detection algorithm for detection of target shape and size on different types of the target shows its adaptive nature.
CONCLUSIONS
An active SFCW based TWR imaging system was ingeniously designed to illuminate the scene behind a wall at a frequency range of 3.5-5.5 gHz. An adaptive statistics based target shape and size detection algorithm in TWR images was formulated using curve fitting and genetic algorithm based multi-objective optimisation. The proposed target detection algorithm's capability was tested and validated with TWR images of the wooden and metallic target of different shape and size. It is found that based on statistics of TWR image of the target, the fitness function provides an optimal threshold value while maintaining the userdefined constraints of accuracy and false alarm. The results showed that the proposed algorithm detects target pixels with more than 90% accuracy, which was our desired aim of the proposed target detection methodology and also achieved nearly less than 5% of false alarm. The good accuracy of the proposed algorithm shows that it can be implemented as a generalised. 
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